tion of G such that the Q-Hodge structures corresponding to the points in S via this representation lie in one isomorphism class. We proved that such a curve is of Hodge type. This was the strongest result towards the André-Oort conjecture at that time.
In the article [3] we introduced some technical tools to attack the André-Oort conjecture. In particular we obtained the following characterisation of subvarieties of Hodge type of a Shimura variety associated to a Shimura datum (G, X) with G semisimple of adjoint type. Let Z be a Hodge generic subvariety of Sh K (G, X) contained in its image by some Hecke correspondence T g with g an element of G(Q p ) i.e. Z ⊂ T g Z. Suppose that p is bigger than some integer depending on G, X, K and Z and that g is such that for any simple factor G i of G, the image of g in G i (Q p ) is not contained in a compact subgroup. Then Z is of Hodge type provided Z contains at least one special point.
The strategy used to prove our main theorem 1.2 is the same as the one used in [3] (see Section 2 of [3] for details). We use the characterisation mentioned above. After having reduced ourselves to the case where the group G is semisimple of adjoint type and where the curve C is Hodge generic, we try to get C to be contained in its image by a suitable Hecke correspondence. We consider intersections of C with its images T g C by Hecke correspondences T g with g some elements of G(Q p ) for various primes p. For suitably chosen p and g such intersection contains a Galois orbit of some special point of C. We prove that one can choose a prime p and an element g, both satisfying the conditions mentioned above, in such a way that the Galois orbit is too large for the intersection T g C ∩ C to be finite. The choice of a prime p with this property is made possible by the assumption of the GRH and the use of the effective version of the Chebotarev density theorem. We conclude that C is of Hodge type.
The heart of this paper is a proof of a theorem about lower bounds for Galois orbits of special points of Shimura varieties. Our theorem on Galois orbits is a partial answer to Edixhoven's question Open Problem 14 in [4] . Using the GRH we refine lower bounds for Galois orbits given in [3] enough to be able to prove the conjecture of Yves André.
In section 2.2 we obtain precise information about Mumford-Tate groups of special points and their representations coming from special points on Shimura varieties. This information allows us to bring the following improvement to the main result of [3] . Theorem 1.3 Let (G, X) be a Shimura datum. Let K be a compact open subgroup of G(A f ). Let C be an irreducible closed algebraic curve contained in the Shimura variety Sh K (G, X) and such that C contains an infinite set S of special points satisfying the following condition.
For any point s of S we choose an element (s, g) of X × G(A f ) lying over s. We suppose that the Mumford-Tate groups MT(s) lie in one isomorphism class of Q-tori as s ranges through the set S. Then C is of Hodge type.
Lower bounds for Galois orbits.
In this section we prove a theorem giving lower bounds for Galois orbits of special points of Shimura varieties. Theorem 2.1 Assume the GRH for CM fields. Let N be a positive integer. Let (G, X) be a Shimura datum with G semi-simple of adjoint type, and let K be a neat compact open subgroup of G(A f ). Via a faithful representation of G, we view G as a closed algebraic subgroup of GL n,Q , such that K is contained in GL n (Ẑ). Let V Z be the induced variation of Z-Hodge structure on Sh K (G, X). For s in Sh K (G, X), we let V s be the corresponding Hodge structure and MT(V s ) its Mumford-Tate group (viewed as a closed algebraic subgroup of GL n,Z ). Let F ⊂ C be a number field over which Sh K (G, X) admits a canonical model. For any special point s in Sh K (G, X), let L s be the splitting field of MT(V s ) and d Ls be the absolute value of its discriminant.
There exist real c 1 > 0 and c 2 > 0 such that for any special point
Reciprocity morphisms and Mumford-Tate groups.
In this section we recall the definition of the Mumford-Tate group and reciprocity morphism attached to special elements of X and prove some technical results about the Mumford-Tate groups and reciprocity morphisms to be used later on. Let (G, X) be a Shimura datum with G semisimple of adjoint type, let V be a faithful rational representation of G and let V Z be a lattice in V . Then V Z induces a variation of Z-Hodge structure over X. Let h be a special element of X. The morphism h : S −→ G R , composed with the representation gives an R-Hodge structure h : S −→ GL(V R ). Let z and z be the generators of the character group of S. The morphism h corresponds to the decomposition
where V p,q is the C-vector subspace on which S acts through the character z p z q . The spaces V p,q satisfy the following condition V p,q = V q,p . Let W be the collection of pairs of integers (p, q) that intervene in this representation. Since the R-Hodge structures corresponding to elements of X lie in one isomorphism class, the set W does not depend on the element h in X. The fact that G is of adjoint type implies that for any (p, q) in W we have p + q = 0. Let M ⊂ GL(V ) be the Mumford-Tate group of h and let L be its splitting field. Let us recall that M is the smallest algebraic subgroup H of GL(V ) having the property that h factors through H R . The group M is a Q-torus because h is special and M is given a Z-structure by taking its Zariski closure in the Z-group scheme GL(V Z ). We let X * (M) be the character group of M i.e the group Hom(M Q , G mQ ). The group X * (M) is a free Z-module of rank equal to the dimension of M with a continuous Gal(Q/Q)-action.
Lemma 2.3
The field L is a Galois CM field. Futhermore, the degree of L is bounded in terms of the dimension of V .
Proof. The field L is Galois since it is the splitting field of a torus (the group Gal(Q/L) is exactly the kernel of the morphism Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL(X * (M)) hence is a normal subgroup of Gal(Q/Q)). The fact that L is a CM field follows from the fact that ad(h(i)) is a Cartan involution of G R (this is a part of axioms imposed upon Shimura data). Let E be the centre of the endomorphism algebra of the Hodge structure V . The algebra E is a finite product of number fields E = E 1 × · · · × E m . The torus M is a subtorus of the torus
Res E i /Q G mE i . Hence M is split over the composite of the Galois closures of the E i whose degree is clearly bounded in terms of the dimension of V only.
Let T be the Q-torus Res L/Q G mL . Let G L be the Galois group of L over Q and let r : T −→ M ⊂ GL(V ) be the reciprocity morphism associated to h. Let us recall how r is defined. The morphism h gives, by extending scalars from R to C, the morphism h C from
. This morphism µ is defined over L. Hence µ induces a morphism G mL −→ M L , which, by taking the restriction of scalars from L to Q gives the morphism
This morphism Res L/Q µ followed the by the norm morphism Res L/Q M L −→ M gives r. The morphism X * (r) between character groups X * (M) and X * (T ) is injective (because r is a sur-
We enumerate the elements of G L thus choosing a basis for X * (T ) so that it now makes sense to talk about coordinates of elements of X * (T ).
The morphism r, when composed with the representation, defines an action of the torus T on the Q-vector space V . There is a subset X of X * (T ) such that this representation corresponds to a direct sum decomposition
where each V χ is a Q-subspace of V Q on which T Q acts through the character χ. The spaces V χ satisfy the condition that V σ χ = V σχ (which insures that the representation is defined over Q).
where G mC acts via the character z p on V p,q . This representation is defined over L hence induces a representation of G mL . We get a decomposition V L = ⊕ (p,q)∈W V p,q where G mL acts through the character z p on V p,q . The representation r of T L is obtained by taking the restriction of scalars of this representation of G mL followed by the norm from L to Q. It follows that the characters of X * (T ) that belong to X have coordinates (with respect to the basis we have chosen) can be only integers p or q where (p, q) is some element of W . In particular they are bounded, in absolute value, independently of the element h. Furthermore, the characters in X have the property that for any χ in X , the character χχ is the identity because the morphism r satisfies the so-called Seere's condition (the group G is of adjoint type) and p + q = 0 for every pair (p, q) in W . We refer to Section 2 of Chapter I of [5] , in particular the Proposition 2.4 for facts about Hodge structures of CM type. We summarise what has been said in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4
There is an integer k > 0 such that the following holds. Let h be a special element of X, M its Mumford-Tate group and L its splitting field. Choose a basis for X * (T ) by enumerating the elements of G L . With respect to the basis the coordinates of the characters of T that intervene in the decomposition V Q = ⊕ χ∈X V χ coming from the representation r associated to h have absolute value at most k. Furthermore, for any character χ in X the character χχ is the identity.
We now apply this Proposition to prove a number of results about Mumford-Tate groups of special elements of X and reciprocity morphisms attached to such elements. These results will be used later on to prove lower bounds for Galois orbits.
Proposition 2.5
There is a real e > 0 such that the following holds. Let h be a special element of X. Let M be the Mumford-Tate group of h and L be its splitting field. Let r : T −→ M be the reciprocity morphism attached to h. Let p be a prime. The index of
is finite and bounded above by e.
Proof. Let P be the Z-submodule of X * (T ) spanned by the vectors in X . Recall that we identify X * (M) with its image by X * (r) i.e we view it as a submodule of X * (T ) and we have chosen a basis for X * (T ). The module
which is just the restriction. The group X * (T )/P is a product of a free abelian group and a torsion group. Let E be the order of this torsion subgroup. Since, by the previous Proposition, the coordinates of the vectors generating P are bounded (in absolute value) by a unifrm constant k, the number E is bounded in terms of k and n L only. It is straightforward to see that the order of the cokernel is bounded in terms of E and n L only. The first claim follows.
claim is proved using exactly the same arguments.
Proposition 2.6
There is an integer B > 0 such that the following holds. Let h be a special element of X and let M be its Mumford-Tate group and L its splitting field. Let p be a prime splitting L (hence M). There is a Z-basis of the character group X * (M) such that the differences of coordinates of the characters (with respect to this basis) that intervene in the representation V Qp of M Qp have absolute value at most B.
Proof. The module X * (M Qp ) is a submodule of X * (T ) (along with its given basis). generated by vectors whose coordinates are bounded in absolute value by the integer k from the Proposition 2.4. This integer is independent of the point h. It follows that there is only finite number (depending on k and n L only) of possibilities for the set X and hence for the submodule X * (M)
of X * (T ). Choose some basis for X * (M) for each of this finite number of cases. Take B to be the maximum of absolute values of the differences of coordinates of characters in X with respect to these bases.
Proposition 2.7
There is a real C > 0 such that the following holds. Let p be a prime. For any special element h in X with Mumford-Tate group M such that M Fp is a torus, the following holds. Let Y be a subspace of V Fp . Let T be the stabiliser of Y in M Fp (as defined in the Lemma 3.3.1 of [3] ). The order of the group of connected components of T Fp has order at most C. The order of the cokernel of the morphism M(
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of the Lemma 4.4.1 of [3] , we reduce the proof of this proposition to the proof of the fact that stabilisers of lines satisfy the conclusion of the statement above.
We have a decomposition 
Getting rid of G.
Choose a set of representatives R in G(A f ) for the set of double classes G(Q)\G(A f )/K. Note that R is finite. For s in Sh K (G, X) there exists a unique g s in R and an elements in X unique up to
s . We let MT(s) be the Mumford-Tate group ofs (the smallest algebraic subgroup H of G such thats factors through H R ). The Mumford-Tate group MT(V s ) is the image of MT(s) by the representation (this follows from the explicit construction of the variation of Hodge structures over Sh K (G, X) given in the Section 3.2 of [3] ). The elements gives an embedding of the Shimura datum (MT(s), {s}) into (G, X).
In this section we reduce the problem of giving a lower bound for the Galois orbit of the point s of Sh K (G, X) to the one of giving a lower bound for the Galois orbit of the point (s, 1) of Sh Ks∩MT(s)(A f ) (MT(s)).
Proposition 2.10 The morphism of Shimura varieties
Proof. Let M := MT(s). Let H be the centraliser of M in G. Let (s, t) and (s, t ′ ) be two points of Sh Ks∩MT(s)(A f ) (MT(s)) such that (s, t · g s ) = (s, t ′ · g s ) in Sh K (G, X). There exists an element q of H(Q) and an element k of K such that we have the following relation
Since H(Q) and M(A f ) commute, this relation implies that tt
Hence what we need to prove is that
Consider the quotient of algebraic groups H −→ H = H/M, which is well defined since M is normal in H. The image of U s of U s in H(A f ) is neat. On the other hand H(R) is compact since H(R) is compact (as a stabiliser of a point in a hermitian symmetric domain and because G R is of adjoint type) and the map H(R) −→ H(R) is surjective on identity components. It follows that H(Q) is discrete in H(A f ) and hence H(Q) ∩ U s is trivial by neatness of U s .
Now suppose that h is in H(Q) and u in U s such that hu is in
The claim follows.
Lower bounds for Galois orbits.
We keep the notations of the preceding section. Let furthermore L be the splitting field of MT(s). Let r be the reciprocity morphism attached tos as explained in Section 2.2. To simplify the notation we write M for MT(s). The morphism Sh Ks∩MT(s)(A f ) (MT(s)) −→ Sh K (G, X) is defined over L. The action of Gal(Q/L) on the Hecke orbit of (s, g s ) is defined as follows. The group Gal(Q/L) acts through its maximal abelian quotient, which is, by class field theory, isomorphic to a quotient of a product of a finite group of connected components of (R ⊗ L) * (of order bounded in terms of the degree of L only) and of (A f ⊗ L)
Let σ be an element of Gal(Q/L) and t be an element of (A f ⊗ L) * such that some element in the preimage
It follows that the size of the Galois orbit is, up to a uniformly bounded factor, the size of the set
From the last lemma it follows that to prove the Theorem 2.1 it suffices to give a lower bound for the size of the image of the set (s,
Since the set R of elements g s is finite, the index [K : K s ∩ K] is bounded independently of s and it suffices to give a lower bound for the Galois orbit of the point (s, 1) of the Shimura variety
Lemma 2.12
There is an element q of GL n (Q) such that the torus M ′ := qMq −1 satisfies the condition that M ′ Fp is a torus for any prime p not dividing the discriminant of L.
Proof. Let S be the finite set of primes p such that M(Z p ) is not the maximal compact subgroup
we get an element q of GL n (Q) such that g = qk for some k in GL n (Ẑ). By the Lemma 3.3.1 of [3] , the torus M ′ := qMq −1 is a torus for every p unramified in L.
We let r ′ denote the morphism inn q • r. To give a lower bound for the Galois orbit of the point (s, 1) of
it suffices to give a lower bound for the image of r
Proposition 2.13
The size of the image of r
is, up to a uniform (i.e depending only on the Shimura variety, not on s) constant, the size of the image of r
Proof. We are interested in the size of the set
Hence the size of the set we are interested in is the size of
times that of
is bounded independently of the point s by the Proposition 2.8
hence the size of
is, up to a uniformly bounded constant, that of the of the image of r
Proposition 2.14 The size of the image of r
is at least
where c 2 is strictly positive real constant independent of p and s.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to give a lower bound for the size of the image of r
Hence we need for every such p to give a lower bound for the image of r
Let p be such prime. Using the fact that r
, we see that up to a uniformly bounded constant, the size of the image of r
The size of the set
where q p is the image of q in GL n (Q p ). The Proposition 4.3.9 of [3] tells us that the size of this orbit is at least cp if M ′ Zp does not fix the lattice q p Z n p . This last condition means exactly that MT(V s ) Fp is not a torus (by Lemma 3.3.1 of [3] ). The only thing we have to do is to check that the constant c can actually be taken independent of s. The proof of the Proposition 4.3.9 of [3] tells us that this constant depends only on the orders of the groups of connected components of the stabilisers of subspaces of F n p in M Fp . By the Lemma 2.7, these orders are bounded independently of p and s and the subspace in question.
The remaining task in order to prove the theorem 2.1 is to give a lower bound for the size of the set r
We prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.15
Assume the GRH for CM fields. Let N be a positive integer. There is a real constant c > 0 independent of the choice of s and M ′ (but depending on N) such that the size of
Proof. In what follows, we write M for M ′ and r for r ′ to simplify the notations. Let n L be the degree of L over Q. Let m > 0 be an integer at most
and let p 1 , . . . , p m be m distinct primes split in L and smaller than log(d L ) 5 . Their existence is provided by the effective Chebotarev theorem (under GRH), provided d L is bigger than some absolute constant, which we assume. We refer to the Proposition 8.2 of [2] for the exact statement of the effective Chebotarev theorem that we use. For each i = 1, . . . , m, we choose a place v i of L lying over p i . We let P i be the uniformiser at the place v i . Let n 1 , . . . , n m be integers satisfying |n i | < N. Let I be the element of (A f ⊗ L) * that equals P (alternatively on Q ⊗ X * (M), X * (M) being the group of cocharacters).
To simplify the exposition we suppose that m = 1 (the general case is done using exactly the same arguments). Let σ be an element of Gal(L/Q(π 1 , . . . , π d )). So we have a prime p splitting L, we choose a place v of L lying over p and a uniformiser P at v. We consider the idele I = P n with n > 1 some integer. We suppose that r(I) belongs to M(Q)M(Ẑ). As p splits
It follows that the evaluation map v p : Q * p −→ Z induces an isomorphism between M(Q p )/M(Z p ) and the group of cocharacters X * (M) of M. Let K be the kernel of r, then we have an exact sequence of Q-vector spaces with Gal(Q/Q)-action
It suffices to prove that σ acts trivially on Q ⊗ (X * (T )/X * (K)). Since σ fixes each π i and the set of π i is G L -invariant, σ fixes all the elements r(τ I) of M(Q p )/M(Z p ) with τ ranging through G L . The Galois action on M(Q p )/M(Z p ) is being given by identifying it with X * (M) which has a Galois action. Since the morphism X * (T ) −→ X * (M) is surjective, for any τ in G L we have στ I = τ I in Q ⊗ (X * (T )/X * (K)). Let e 1 , . . . , e n L be the basis of Q ⊗ X * (T ) given by the the nth powers of uniformisers at the places lying over p. Their images in Q ⊗ (X * (T )/X * (K)) generate this vector space. Since σ fixes these elements, σ acts trivially on Q ⊗ (X * (T )/X * (K)). The claim follows. 
We replace π i with xπ i . The fact that χχ is the identity shows that π i π i is 
The absolute values of the A ij are bounded by a uniform power of (p 1 · · · p m ) N . We see that the discrimiant of A is the sum of n L ! terms whose absolute values are bounded by a uniform power of (p 1 · · · p m ) N hence there is a uniform constant t such that
Replacing t with 5t, we get the following inequality
Let us now consider elements of (A f ⊗ L) * that equal P 
. From the above inequality it follows that these elements have distinct non-trivial images in
(which is possible by the effective Chebotarev), we easily see that (N/2) m is at least c log(
where c is some real positive constant not depending on s (but of course depending on N).
Proof of main results.
In this section we prove the Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Let (G, X) be a Shimura datum and K a compact open subgroup in G(A f ). Let C be an irreducible closed algebraic curve in Sh K (G, X) containing an infinite set Σ of special points. For any special point s of C we let L s be the splitting field of the Mumford-Tate group of some elements lying over s and we let d s be the absolute value of the discriminant of L s . Proposition 3.1 Suppose that the discriminant of L s is bounded as s ranges through Σ. Then C is of Hodge type.
Proof. We can assume that G is semisimple of adjoint type (passing to the adjoint group does not change the property of C being of Hodge type by the Proposition 2.2 of [3] and does not change the property that d Ls is bounded). Let us choose some faithful representation V of G. Since the discriminant of L s is bounded as s ranges through Σ, there are only finitely many possibilities for L s . Hence we can assume that for all points s in Σ, the field L s is the same field L. For any s in Σ, we lets be an element of X such that s = (s, g) for some g in G(A f ). The reciprocity morphism rs gives a rational representation of the torus T := Res L/Q G mL . This representation corresponds to a direct sum decomposition V L = ⊕ χ∈X V χ for some subset X of X * (T ). As before, we identify the G L -module X * (T ) with Z[G L ] and enumerate elements of G L thus getting a basis for X * (T ). Using the fact that coordinates of the characters in the set X are bounded in absolute value by k which does not depend on s (Proposition 2.4), we see that there are only finitely many possibilities for the set X as s ranges through Σ. Hence, possibly replacing Σ by an infinite subset, we can and do assume that the set X is constant as s ranges through Σ. We can further assume that the dimensions of the V χ are constant. We now see that the Q-Hodge stuctures Vs are isomorphic as s ranges through Σ. Hence C is of Hodge type by the main theorem of [3] .
From the proof of this Proposition the Theorem 1.3 follows. Indeed, let C be a curve in Sh K (G, X) that contains an infinite set Σ of points such that the corresponding Mumford-Tate groups are isomorphic as Q-tori. Since the Mumford-Tate groups of points of Σ are isomorphic, they have the same splitting field. From the proof of the above proposition, it follows that C contains an infinite set of special points such that the Q-Hodge structures corresponding to these points via some faithful representation of G lie in one isomorphism class. By the main result of [3] , C is of Hodge type.
In what follows we assume that d Ls is unbounded as s ranges through Σ. From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of [3] , it follows that we can assume G to be semisimple of adjoint type and C to be Hodge generic. Write G = G 1 × · · · × G r where G i are simple. We can and do assume that K is the product of compact open subgroups K p of the G(Q p ) and that K is neat. Choose a faithful representation V of G through which we view G as a closed subgroup of GL n,Q such that K is in GL n (Ẑ). Also choose a K-invariant lattice in V A f . This gives a variation of Z-Hodge structure on Sh K (G, X) (Section 3.2 of [3] ). Let X + be a connected component of X. After possibly having replaced C by an irreducible component of its image under a suitable Hecke correspondence we can and do assume that C is contained in the image S of X + × {1} in Sh K (G, X). Since C contains an infinite set of special points which are in Sh K (G, X)(Q), C is defined over a Galois number field F containing the reflex field of (G, X) (as an absolutely irreducible closed subscheme Z F of Sh K (G, X) F ).
